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President’s Report
—By Jeff Fealko
Early snow has put a mute blanket
over September’s dry conditions
making stalking a much more
viable option. As I attempt to gently push a deer to an awaiting
hunter across the draw I creep
within a mere 15 yards of this doe.
Of course my season has already
come to a close and I approach
this deer with nothing more than a
bottle of water and a few energy
bars in my backpack.

The doe finally accepts my presence as potentially dangerous and
does a quick circle and ends up
behind me, the opposite direction I
had wanted her to go. Oh well,
such is hunting…we move on to
the next group of deer and create
another flawless plan of attack and
repeat this poetic stanza throughout the morning.
Now I sit comfortably in my chair,
with a warm drink and warmer fire
both cooking me from the inside
and out as I reflect on the past couple months and realize that it has
been another successful season,
even with a partially empty freezer. The Idaho Traditional
Bowhunters had a fairly busy summer between shooting a few carp,
watching the smiling faces of children as they marvel at the sight of
their own arrows in flight, to
another year of hoofing up and
down the hills north of Crouch for
our Fall Tune-up Shoot.
Not to mention an exciting new
year is in sight, and approaching
faster than I have anticipated. Our
annual banquet and Traditional
Day is quickly approaching on
February 5, 2011. This year, due to
last year’s success, we have moved
locations to the Redline building
located in Meridian. Norm
Johnson, owner of Blacktail Bows,
is our feature speaker this year and

will provide us with a little insight
to hunting high country mule deer.
This event guarantees all of us a
chance to do some early season
bow shopping, and fill up on supplies that we have consumed
through the last season. Not only
that, but there will also be seminars throughout the day to learn
how to make your own bow
strings, hunting New Zealand, to
successfully caping out an animal
after we have been fortunate
enough to take one. With the seminars, vendors, and great catered
dinner, plan on this being a full
day of festivities.
We hope that you can make it and
help support this organization for
another great year. A flyer and registration is provided within this
newsletter.
This year, besides our annual
events, we are looking at helping
host a Professional Bowhunter’s
Society Odd-Year gathering in
Eastern Idaho. Plans have not been
finalized, but stay tuned. Another
exciting event that we will be
applying for is to host the North
American Longbow Safari in
2012. If any of you are interested
in helping with either of these
events please let us know. A schedule of our 2011 events is included
in this newsletter along with the
Region 3 shoot card.

I encourage you all to renew your
memberships, as they are due at
the beginning of the year, and to
become actively involved in our
organization. We can only become
stronger as our members come out
of the woodwork and make a presence. Hopefully we will see you at
the banquet and be able to hear
your stories from the past season.

Two Tags
—By Blake Fischer
On opening weekend of deer season I found myself 20 yards from
a doe that was standing broadside.
Fortunately, I had my father standing next to me so that he can validate the event. I got an arrow out
of my quiver and nocked, drew
back, and as I picked a spot (there
were so many) I released. The deer
spun instantly and ran, it looked
like my arrow had caught her in
the neck, to which my Dad stated,
"You hit it!" Thanks Dad, your
support and confidence in my
shooting ability really helps.
I assume that he was remarking
that I was able to discern a unique
spot and hit a deer of less than
average size. I took it as a compliment, in spite of hearing the
amazement in his voice.

Notice how my arrows are longer than the deer.
over after he made his stalk on
another group or deer. As we
approached the scene it was very
evident from the amount of blood
that wherever this arrow had struck
the deer it was a fatal hit. As we
followed a blood super highway
through the grass it became clear
that this deer was mortally wounded, and in less than 40 yards, there
she was. I really like to take pictures of animals with the arrow in
them because I think that you can
learn from it. I also like to clean
the animal up and take a photo so

To what we witnessed in the split
second of an arrow in flight and
contact was a highly debatable hit.
Dad thought it was a neck shot,
and I tried to explain that is was a
tight behind the shoulder shot that
hit the neck because the deer
decided to do a 180 when I shot.
So we waited the appropriate
amount of time, long enough for
me to go back and tell our hunting
buddy, Captain Morgan, that I had
made contact and to work his way

When the deer spun it caught
my arrow in the front.

that I can show it to the nonhunters. Seeing how we are the
Idaho Traditional Bowhunters, I
assume seeing a picture of a deer
with an arrow in it will be more
educational than repulsive, so I
have included it.
Now, here I am with a deer down
on opening day. I am done deer
hunting. No late season, no stumbling into a deer while elk hunting, done. . . or am I? Two years
ago the Idaho Fish and Game put
in a new little rule that might
work out for me. They allow a
resident to purchase a nonresident deer tag. So maybe I wasn't
out, maybe I could still hunt.
But, alas there was a snag; nonresident deer tags cost $301.75.
Is the opportunity to hunt another
deer worth that? Will I even have
a chance at another deer? Will
my wife find out?
In spite of these questions, I took
a leap of faith and bought another tag. So now I had a $300 tag
burning a hole in my pocket. I

sticking out, it's not sleeping, it's
dead. Still I approach with caution,
and as I get closer I see that somehow I have hit every major blood
carrying artery or vein in the back
half of this deer. The blood on the
ground is truly phenomenal. I have
also included a photo of the deer
on the ground, with arrow protruding so you can see the hit, and the
blood that this deer lost in just a
few seconds, and how quickly he
expired.

A $300 deer, and a big smile!
had to make good on this investment, I had to get my money's
worth. I found myself hunting a
few weeks later in the South Hills,
and suddenly there were three
bucks and two does in front of me.
As you can probably surmise from
the story of my previous
encounter, I am not picky, and as
my friend Captain Morgan told me
one day (and I usually use without
crediting the source), "If it's
brown, it's down."

smallest) buck. My arrow streaked
toward a spot tight behind the
shoulder. However, when this little
buck saw the arrow racing for his
heart he jumped trying to dodge
the arrow and it struck him right in
the ass. Again, I am not making
this up because my friend John
Turner was standing less than five
feet from me and exclaimed, “You
shot it in the ass!”

I believe he was remarking to the
fact that this obviously high strung
buck had jumped the string and
So as I surveyed the five deer in
fortunately I had been a competent
front of me I couldn't help but
notice that there were three distinct enough shot to even hit such a fleet
critter. So, all the deer flee in a litbucks, nothing huge, but as my
eral cloud of dust and as we watch
luck would have it, the smallest
one was the closest. Now, as I said their escape we notice that the
smallest buck has only gone about
earlier, there were five deer total,
25 yards and is lying down.
and to be completely honest there
was a doe that was closer, by just a
I pull up my binoculars and tell
couple yards, but this was a $300
John that the buck has lain down.
tag, I wasn't going to shoot a doe.
We look again and see that the ears
are droopy and that its legs are
I drew back on the closest (and

So, here is the $300 question. Was
it worth $301.75 to shoot a 2
point? Not to answer a question
with a question, but isn't hunting
always worth it? I have seen a
small plaque in several offices over
the years that state, “The worst day
of fishing is better than the best
day at work.”
Obviously we, as traditional
bowhunters, know that it isn't
about the size of the antlers or the
cost of the tag, but the experience.
If we were worried about killing
we would be hunting with far more
efficient weapons, and not limiting
ourselves to the equipment we do.
I am certain that if I hadn't shot a
deer with this tag I would still have
the same answer, it just wouldn't
be as good of a story and there
would be fewer photos.

The Next Generation
—By Aaron Seehawer, Treasurer
I have had the privilege of being
blessed with a son. As all fathers
we know that role comes with
many responsibilities and duties.
One particular responsibility I feel
is to the tradition of hunting.
Hunting has been a very personal,
spiritual and gratifying experience
in my life. I have made it a priority
to involve my son Parker around

hunting and its core values very
early in his life.
I bought him his first traditional
bow at age three from Tim Miggs
at the Traditional Expo in Ontario,
OR. That was the beginning of
many things to come.
I took him on his first hunt in
Oregon at age five. Parker and I
hiked just under two miles and he
carried his own water pack and
never complained once. Instead he
stopped me to have a granola bar
along the way and said, “Dad isn’t
this place beautiful.”
It was at that moment when I
knew he understood the reason I
come every year to the great outdoors. Parker and I have had many
adventures since that day and
hopefully God willing, many more
to come.

Kids of all ages enjoy the 3-D shoot ITB sponsors
for the Idaho State Jamboree.

This is a time when very few of
the activities we expose our chilThrough all the experiences of
dren to teach much in the way of
hunting, shooting bows with
values. I am blessed, as I know,
friends or just being around quality that hunting has not only made me
people in the sport. I have made a a better individual, but most
point of trying to teach my son
importantly hunting has made my
right from wrong and instill a
son a better individual and for that
value system rarely offered in
I am grateful. Long live the traditoday’s society. Hunting is much
tion of hunting as its perfection is
more than people give it credit for, in its purity.
as Parker knows, it is great to harvest an animal but it is not what
defines us. What defines us is the
Idaho State
experience as a whole and the way
Bowhunters
we conducted ourselves in that
experience.
Jamboree
—By ___________________
In closing, I offer a challenge to all
parents or future parents of boys
Once again the Idaho Traditional
and girls. Expose your children to Bowhunters donated their time,
hunting, one of the last great tradi- effort and hard work in putting on
tions still practiced today of our
the kids shoot at the Jamboree this
historical hunting and gathering
past July. This event is always a
societies. A tradition founded on
great chance to help the up and
respect for nature, fellow man, and coming hunters of tomorrow. I
one’s self.
would like to thank all of you who

volunteered to be guides and score
keepers for this event. I think this
added attention for the kids makes
it a memorable experience and we
look forward to sponsoring this
event again next year so I encourage you all to attend and volunteer
to see the smiles and screams of
excitement as a new archer connects arrow to velociraptor. Below
I have posted the results from the
kids shoot from the 2010
Jamboree. Congratulations to you
all.
Cubs Boys Sights
1. Bradly Fennessy
2. Mitchell Morrow
3. T.J. Oaks
3. Seth Ginerich
Cubs Girls Sights
1. Haley Nicholson
2. Cami Fielder
3. Rachel Fielder

Men’s Longbow
Evan Cook
Troy Seward
Paul Medel Jr.
Juan F. Luna Jr.
Shane Seward

263
262
261
229
190

Women’s Longbow
Jodie Lambrecht
142
Jennifer Seward
117

2010 Fall Tune-Up
Shoot
—By Eric Snow, Vice President

Gas to and from the shoot – $80
Youth bow for child – $100
Youth arrows and misc. – $40
Quality time spent in the outdoors with your child – Priceless
Cubs Boys No Sights
1. Matt Spence
2. Zach Brewer

1. Kinnley Wilding
2. Kenzi Seward
3. Reilly Thompson

Cubs Girls No Sights
1. Halie Lambrecht
2. Tiffany Douglas
3. Kelsey Sells

Assisted Chicks Girls
1. Reese Bowhay
2. Halle Seward
3. Austynn Smith
3. Marlie Fischer

Chick Boys Sights
1. Carter Smith
2. Kasen Clark
3. Kameron Kustial
Chicks Girls Sights
1. Sadie Cordova
2. Becca Wheeler
3. Lexy McConeghy
Chick Boys No Sights
1. Hunter Styhl
2. Cael Palmer
3. Isaac Kolman
Chick Girls No Sights

Some of our adult members
also did rather well during the
competitive shoot at the
Idaho State Jamboree this
year. Congratulations to you
all.
Men’s Recurve
Robert Hust
Daniel Keski
Jake Cranney
Wayne Seward
Women’s Recurve
Kathy Hust
Nicole Wright 162

324
285
255
216

167

July 31st found us up Shriver
Creek again starting the Fall Tune
Up shoot. The weather was great—
sunshine and clear skies, unlike the
previous year of rain and clouds.
We set up in the same location as
the previous year, the grass is getting a bit out of control but the
weed eater I brought cut a slick
path over to Jerry’s camp and
another to the “big tent.”
We had some new targets this year
too, some nice Rhinehart targets.
They were all set up this time

At least that’s why I do it, see you
all back next year.

2010 Carp Shoot
—By Jerry Wilson, ITB Secretary

The shoot location provides plenty of room to camp up
and down the road and is close enough to the Boise
area to drive in for the day
before I arrived, thanks guys! We
shot both Saturday and Sunday
over and over till our arms were
done. Those who camped out had a
great time hanging out all day and
half the night for some. This shoot
works out well for just a day trip
too since it is fairly close to Boise.

The turn out was good but for
some reason we were missing
some of you. The above writing is
just a re-count of where we went,
what we did, what is not written
above is “why” we do it. We do it
just to see the arc of an arrow, we
do it to see old friends, we do it to
meet new friends who hold that
same passion to watch an arrow
fly. We do it to watch the flames of
the fire, we do it to tell jokes and
laugh with one another. We do it to
see how much pressure it takes to
make your best friend miss a
“gimmi” target, we do it to win a
quarter when we make the best
shot on a target. We do it for the
joy of seeing a young archer hit
his/her first 3D target, we do it to
see that same archer miss completely and lose an arrow 20 feet
up a tree. We do it to shoot arrows
up in the air for an hour just to see
if you can be the first one to hit a
A few club members shooting target 30 yards in front of you.
the bull, after shooting a 3-D
round or two. Notice they’re We do it year after year because in
all wearing boots, it can get
the end, it’s not that bad to pick up
pretty deep sometimes.
targets when you have 12 friends
there to help clean up the course.

This years ITB Carp Shoot was
once again held at CJ Strike
Reservoir on June 5th 2010. This
year the weather was marginal at
best, no rain but allot of cloud
cover which made it hard to see
the fish in the water. We also had
some winds which always makes it
challenging when bowfishing.
The turn-out of club members was
a little better than last year, with
four boats out in the water. Despite
the number of boats in the water, it
seems the carp still had the advantage on us as recent rains made the
inlet water clarity dirty and muddy.
Some were forced to try to find
new carp areas with clearer water
and others chose the more shallow
areas where only the smaller boats
could get in and out mostly by
paddling.
At the end of the day there were
only nine carp taken, with six
being taken by club member Jeff
Stevens who also took the prize for
the most fish and the biggest fish,
and three taken by myself. The
club gave multiple prizes to all
who attended, such as bowfishing
arrows, bowfishing broadheads,
hats, stickers, DVDs, etc.
Despite the poor harvest numbers
everyone had a great time on the
water and the comradery of fellow
traditional archers. Next year we
are planning on changing the carp
shoot date, to late June, early July
for better weather, water clarity,
and to hopefully hit the carp spawn

Jeff Stevens and Jerry Wilson stumbled onto these komakazi Carp, one summer day in 2010.
Sometimes you just get lucky and the Carp swim right into your arrows.

A fat September Grouse destined for the skillet and a nice thick red wine sauce.

ITB President, Jeff Fealko, was lucky enough to have this nice antelope
present a shot in the middle of September 2010

Australian boars can be tough and aggressive. Rik Hinton finished this
one off with a home-made bowie knife to save on arrows.

Larry Fischer, with his second arrowed mouse of the day,
as he put on a shooting clinic for all of us. Some just call it luck!

You never know what your going to see around the next bush when you are in Australia.
Could be a croc. Could be a big toothy boar. Could be a snake. This time it was a ram, one of
several animals Rik Hinton arrowed during a month-long adventure in the Outback this July.

a little better than in the past. So
look for the new date and we’ll see
you out there. Don’t forget your
sunblock…

ITB Membership Renewal
A reminder to everyone,
ITB memberships are per
calendar year. All 2009
memberships expired on
December 31, 2009.
Please send in your membership
dues as soon as possible, or bring
your dues to our monthly meetings
on the second Wednesday of every
month at the Cabela’s meeting
room in the south-west corner of
the store. Mail your dues to:
Idaho Traditional Bowhunters
Attn: Jeff Fealko
3824 S. North Church Place
Boise ID, 83706

ITB Event Schedule
• 2-05-2011
ITB Annual Banquet
(Featured Speaker: Norm Johnson)
• 3-12-2011
Annual Ryan Garner Cabin Fever Shoot
(New Plymouth)
• 4-2-2011
Annual Bow Birds and Litter Pick Up
(Hwy 55)
• 5-28-2011 to 05-30-2011
Western States Traditional Rendezvous
• 6-25-2011
Annual Carp e Diem Carp Shoot
(CJ Strike Reservoir)
• 7-16-2011 to 7-17-2011
Kids Shoot at Idaho State Bowhunters Jamboree
(Stanley)
• 8-6-2011 to 8-7-2011
Annual Hunter Tune-up Shoot
(Crouch)

ITB MEMBERSHIP FORM

(Please Print)

Name: ___________________________

Address: _________________________________

City: ____________________________

State: ______________

Phone Number: (______) _____________

E-Mail: __________________________________

Zip: _______________

I would like to receive the newsletter via e-mail to recuce ITB’s postage costs

Yes

No

I have enclosed: ( ) $10 for a one-year membership ( ) $20 for a two-year membership

Traditional Day
February 5, 2011
At Redline—535 N. Locust Grove
Meridian, ID

Directions From I-84 and Eagle Rd.:
xHead North on Eagle Rd. from Interstate 84
xTurn West on Franklin Rd.
xTurn North on Locust Grove. (Building is on west side)

Vendors List
x Archery Past

Tentative Schedule
x9:00am-6:00pm—Vendor Booths and Exhibits
x9:00am-6:00pm—Bow Testing
x11:00am—Caping and Taxidermy Prep.
x1:00pm—String Making Seminar
x3:00pm—Hunting New Zealand by Jim Akenson
x5:30pm-6:30pm—Social

x Traditional Bowhunter Magazine

x6:30pm-7:30pm—Dinner

x Eclipse Broadheads

x7:30pm-8:30pm—Post Dinner Speaker Norm Johnson

x Backcountry Hunters and Anglers
x Visit www.idahotraditionalbowhunters.com for a complete list

x8:30pm—Raffle and Silent Auction Announcements

An Event For The Entire Family
Dinner Registration Form

Registration Deadline: January 31, 2011 8 Make checks payable to: ITB
Mail Registration to: Jeff Fealko, 3824 S. North Church Pl. Boise, ID 83706
Registration Information:
Name:

$80—Couple Package (2 Dinners, 70 tickets)

Address:

$40—Bachelor Package (1 Dinner, 35 tickets)
State:

City:
Phone:
Email:

-

-

Zip:

$20—Dinner Only
Tickets ($1/each, $10/12, $20/25)
Total

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Jeff Fealko—208-867-2703 Eric Snow—208-850-6320 or Aaron Seehawer—208-861-6660

